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Cost containment protects customers interests, but can also harm them if not
evaluated carefully
Cost containment provisions protect
customers from unexpected cost
increases and provide certainty

However, cost containment can also…
•

Incentivize proposers to reduce scope and/or quality

•

Include countless exceptions and adjustments, weakening the
commitment and ultimately increasing cost

•

Lack consequences and penalties for cost or schedule overruns

Savings

Quality

Deliver on
time

Stop cost
overruns

Previously awarded competitive transmission projects have not delivered
benefits as promised

Recently, a competitive transmission developer in NY
included in its formula rate, for recovery from customers, a
cost representing a 40% price increase over its “capped”
amount due to scope omitted from its bid

Performance

Cost

Examples…

Multiple competitive transmission circuits have
experienced prolonged outages or de-rates
shortly after commissioning due to poor quality,
lack of spare parts, and other issues

CWL’s cost containment provisions have no hidden costs and contains
minimal adjustments with a guaranteed in-service date

NJ customer protections embedded in Coastal Wind Link
Four important components will secure the best value
for NJ customers

1

Future-proof design: A future proof design to avoid
costly rework and allow system expansion

2

Transmission & generation experience: Brings the
knowledge and experience to design, build, and maintain a
reliable transmission system

3

Competition: Promotes competition among OSW
leaseholders by supporting multiple lease areas;
independent of NJBPU’s remaining generation solicitations

4

Cost & Schedule Certainty: Strong cost caps with
minimal exceptions and a guaranteed delivery date

Coastal Wind Link meshed grid design enables faster, lower risk offshore
wind generation at the lowest expected OREC prices
CWL offers a unique meshed grid solution which provides
reliability and flexibility
✓ 275kV connection to offshore wind farms is designed to
accommodate future, larger, and more efficient wind turbines
✓ Unique design allows continuous power flow across offshore
platforms
✓ Interconnects different areas in NJ using the meshed grid to
increase reliability
✓ Increases the annual energy production for offshore wind
generation by reducing curtailment

CWL’s meshed grid design will decrease OREC prices, directly
benefiting New Jersey customers

Coastal Wind Link guarantees the best value for NJ customers
Long-term commitment in
New Jersey

Clear and firm cost
commitments

PSEG and Ørsted are long-term
partners in the state of New
Jersey and have more
experience than anyone else

CWL will protect New Jersey
customers with no hidden costs and
clear commitment on schedule

Most efficient design
CWL future-proof meshed
grid design will reduce the
costs of offshore wind
while increasing system
reliability

Thank you!

